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Abstract

Urbs, (n). the complex of buildings (continentia aedificia) regardless
of the walls (muri, D. 50.16.2 pr.; 87) 1
Civitas, (n). the body of citizens who constitute a state, especially
a city-state, commonwealth, or the like; citizenship, especially as
imparting shared responsibility, a common purpose, and sense of
community.1
Bricolage, (n). (in art or literature) construction or creation from a
diverse range of available things.

1. Berger, Adolf. “Encyclopedic Dictionary of Roman Law,”Transactions of the American Philosophical
Society 43, no. 2 (1953): 333-809.
2. Ibid.,
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Figure 1.1
Rodrigo Perez de Arce, Scheme for the Transformation of Chandigargh.
‘Urban Transformations and the Architecture of Additions.’ Architectural Design , 1978.
De Arce reconstructs Chandigarh through urban infill. In this way, an urban sequence may be perceived, which elicits new meaning from the monuments. The complex is “re urbanized.”

In 1978, Architectural Design published a piece by Rodrigo
Perez de Arce entitled ‘Urban Transformations and the Architecture
of Additions.’ De Arce, a neo-Rationalist, expressed concern about
the vast emptiness of the Corbusian city and the way in which it
destroyed the ‘city of street and square.’1 He created a series of
provocative drawings in which Le Corbusier’s masterplan for Chandigarh was re-urbanized through the infill of urban poche (fig. 1.1).
In this way, the ‘objects’ were allowed to emerge from the spatial
matrix.2 Fabric and figure mutually reinforced one another. Said de
Arce:
“Additive transformation ensures a sense of continuity in the construction of a town, and a sense of place in both historical and spatial terms: in historical terms, because it is in this way that the city
builds upon itself...and in spatial terms because a true complexity and
meaningful variety arise from the gradual accumulation of elements
which confirm and reinforce the space in an incremental process.”3

De Arce constructed a system--an experiment--that could
be applied to the Corbusian city to elicit new meaning from the set
pieces. The process of additive transformation allowed the existing
monuments to become engaged in a new conversation with their
context. The superimposed fabric--‘urban poche’-- created a uniform vertical surface, or datum, against which to read the set pieces. Thus, the city of street and square was educed as fabric and
figure were once again allowed to mutually reinforce one another.
Public space, understood as the place of confrontation and
discussion, has arguably been devalued in the contemporary city.
The ancient city was sustained by public space, both physically
and culturally. The urbs, or physical environment, created a stage
for the unfolding of sociopolitical life--or civitas.4 However, the
contemporary city eludes such clear distinctions. The totalizing and
homogenizing forces of urbanization and economics continue to
dilute ‘city of street and square’ as the city tends towards disconnected fragments and sprawl.

1. D’Arce, Rodrigo Perez. ‘Urban Transformations and the Architecture of Additions.’ Architectural Design 48,
no. 4 (January 01, 1978), (accessed March 31, 2014).
2. Rowe, Colin and Fred Koetter. Collage City. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1978.
3. D’Arce, Rodrigo Perez. ‘Urban Transformations’
4. Aureli, Pier Vittorio. The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011.
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This thesis presents a provocation, incited by the continuous
intrigue of the contemporary city to the architectural discourse. The
project defines itself as a controlled urban experiment. It establishes a series of givens--theoretical and physical parameters--from
which hypotheses concerning the city are drawn. These hypotheses are subsequently tested through the application of contemporary theory to a specific site.
The exercise appropriates the Empire State Plaza, capital
complex of New York State government at Albany, as an ‘urban laboratory’ in which to test contemporary theories of the city (see Appendix 4.1, Documents, for further site documentation). The plaza
exists as a vestige of the modern utopian vision, and one of the
last urban renewal projects of the 1960’s. It achieved tabula rasa
through the deployment of the plinth. While it successfully created
an image for the city, the project ultimately impeded its natural urban growth. The imposition of the plinth served to exacerbate border conditions, induce sprawl, and interrupt existing urban patterns
in Albany. The supplementary interstate highway ramp eroded vast
portions of urban fabric and suffocated the riverfront. The fallout
from the modernist project created immense voids in the heart of
Albany, and its deficiencies arguably outweigh its successes.
Empire State Plaza represented a promise of the future, a
singular vision and projection of utopian society rooted in modernist
logic. Contemporary discourse has revealed that the city is better
understood as a collage of conflicting ideologies and sublimated
conflict.5 Therefore, the city resists total design. Colin Rowe, suspicious of utopia, investigated this fatal flaw of modernist urbanity in
the 1960’s and proposed the tactic of bricolage as a viable design
methodology.6 More recently, Rem Koolhaas and Pier Vittorio Aureli
have suggested a reading of the city as ‘archipelago,’ an evolution
of O.M. Ungers city of complimentary places.7 Their respective
work suggests that the preservation of the void and the imposition
of limit are the most effective resistance to urbanization and its destructive effects of generalization.8,9 In contrast to the religious and

5. Rowe, Colin and Fred Koetter. Collage City.
6. Ibid.
7. Ungers, Oswald Mathias and Stefan Vieths. The Dialecic City. Edited by Luca Molinari. Translated by Francisca Garvie.
Milano: Skira, 1997.
8. Koolhaas, Rem and Bruce Mau. S,M,L,XL. Edited by Jennifer Sigler. New York: The Monacelli Press, 1995.
9. Aureli, Pier Vittorio and Martino Tattara. “Stop City.” In Dogma: 11 Projects. London: Architectural Association, 2013
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O.M. Ungers
Berlin as a Green Archipelago
1977

Colin Rowe
Collage City
1978

OMA/Koolhaas
Ville Nouvelle at Melun Senart
1987

Figure 1.3
Juxtaposition makes clear the conceptual overlap, continuity and cross-pollination between the urban
visions of O.M. Ungers, Colin Rowe, and Rem Koolhaas. The superimposition of Ungers’ Berlin project
with Koolhaas project for Melun Senart yields the reading of Weisbaden, Rowe’s spatial matrix of fabric
and figure. Koolhaas incorporates Ungers’ idea of the city as archipelago while essentially employing
Rowe’s Uffizi Strategy at the scale of townscape.

intellectual underpinnings of ancient societies, the contemporary
city is sustained by the economic forces of private interest. Thus,
contemporary civitas may be understood as the exchange of commodity.10 Subsequently, public space is no longer a precondition for
‘city’ and has arguably become highly devalued
In order to critique the existing urban condition at Albany, it
is held that a new set of strategies and tactics must be introduced.
Therefore, the logics of Rem Koolhaas and Colin Rowe are appropriated as more recent urban strategies that may be applied to
Albany as critique--through bricolage. These ideas will be deployed
and recombined to critically engage the existing. In a manner similar to de Arce at Chandigarh, the project aims to elicit new meaning
from, and establish new connections between, the urban fragments
at Albany. The specificities of site will be allowed to condition the
strategic ideas of Koolhaas and Rowe, thus resulting in specific
design tactics. The raw, programmatic material of the Empire State
Plaza is appropriated as the constant throughout experimentation.
This quantified programmatic mass will be strategically redistributed across the site according to the new tactics, with the contention
is that this methodology may proffer a more viable and practical
solution to the urban predicament at Albany. It may also catalyze
an investigation of the role of public space in the contemporary city.
The urban experiment at Albany will serve as both a formal
and sociopolitical critique of the local condition, while simultaneously acting as a vehicle to investigate the application of more global
urban theories. It may be dually understood as a critical commentary on the desire for scientific justification and objective truth in
Architecture--or physics envy.11 The experiment is self-aware, and
acknowledges that it is a test. It does not lay claim to truth, but
instead provides subjective postulations based on theoretical and
empirical evidence.
In Finding Lost Space: Theories of Urban Design, Roger
Trancik contends that
“[t]hrough comparison with relevant historical precedents, ideas for spatial
restructuring can be generated. By following this procedure, the designer
can achieve an overlapping of time and space that responds to the history
of the site, user aspirations, and provides a strategy for urban connection in
urban design.” 12

10. Aureli, Pier Vittorio. The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011.
11. Rowe, Colin and Fred Koetter. Collage City.
12. Trancik, Roger. Finding Lost Space: Theories of Urban Design.
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Figure 1.4
Albany, Figure ground and Collage
The superimposition of Weisbaden over the vast emptiness created by the insertion of Empire State
Plaza provokes curious possibilities. A tactic of re urbanization such as this could critically engage the
existing, and elicit new meanings through the re-emergence of the square, and of urban sequence.

This overlapping of time and space is hoped to be achieved at
Albany through the act of bricolage. The architecture that is produced can exist and function at the level of project, as a critique on
the condition of the city while simultaneously presenting a practical
solution the existing conditions of animosity on the site.
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Givens

Givens:
1. The city is a palimpsest of conflicting ideologies. The sociopolitical forces that govern the city manifest formally in its structure, and
may be traced by the architect.1,2,3,4,5
2. Bricolage presents itself as a viable means to project a possible
future for the city.1
3. Contemporary civitas may be understood as the exchange of
commodity.3
4. The city--when unchecked--approaches an increased state of
entropy; it gradually declines into disorder. 1,2,4

1. Rowe, Colin and Fred Koetter. Collage City.
2. Koolhaas, Rem. “Junkspace.” Obsolescence 100. (October 2002):175-190.
3. Aureli, Pier Vittorio and Martino Tattara. “Stop City.” In Dogma: 11 Projects. London: Architectural
Association, 2013.
4. Ungers, Oswald Mathias and Stefan Vieths. The Dialecic City
5. Trancik, Roger. Finding Lost Space: Theories of Urban Design. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1986.
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Hypotheses:
1. The logics of Rowe and Koolhaas may be applied to Albany as
critique--through bricolage. Their interpretation / application may
offer a more appropriate urban solution than the existing Empire
State Plaza.
2. The role of public space in the contemporary city may be critiqued by means of proffering a viable solution to the architectural
problem at Albany.
3. The project will become inherently political upon the reorganization of the existing program. A formal, and thus sociopolitical,
critique of the existing is embedded within any attempt at re urbanization.
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_Gianbattista Nolli completes
his map of Rome.

_Joseph Paxton completes the
Crystal Palace for the 1851 World’s Fair
in London.

_Le Corbusier publishes his
“Plan Voisin,” a radical and
polemical urban erasure in the
heart of Paris.

1964

1925

1851

Timeline

_”The City of the Future” is
promised at the 1964 World’s
Fair in New York City.

industrial revolution

2000

1959

_Fort Orange founded as Dutch colony
along the Hudson River.

1797

1825

1851

1624

1976

1900

1800

1776

1700

1600

modernism

_Modern

_Completion of Empire
State Plaza

_Beginning of Empire State Plaza

_Railroad connects Albany to
New York City along the Hudson River.

_Albany thrives as eastern terminus of
the Erie Canal.

_Albany established as permanent
capital of New York State government.

_Junkspace published by
Rem Koolhaas

_Possibility of an Absolute
Architecture published by
Pier Vittorio Aureli

1976

HISTORY

2020

2010

2000

1990

1980

THEORY

2011

_”Urban Transformations and the
Architecture of Additions” is published
in Architectural Design.
_ Rodrigo Perez de Arce

2002

1997
1978

_Collage City published by Colin Rowe
& Fred Koetter

_The Dialectic City published
by O.M. Ungers and Stefan
Vieths

_Completion of Empire State Plaza
_[1959 - 1976]
_$2 billion

_Contemporary
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History

Urbs, (n). the complex of buildings (continentia aedificia) regardless
of the walls (muri, D. 50.16.2 pr.; 87) 1
Civitas, (n). the body of citizens who constitute a state, especially
a city-state, commonwealth, or the like; citizenship, especially as
imparting shared responsibility, a common purpose, and sense of
community.1

1. Berger, Adolf. “Encyclopedic Dictionary of Roman Law,”Transactions of the American Philosophical
Society 43, no. 2 (1953): 333-809.
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Greek

Roman

Contemporary

acropolis + agora

urbs + civitas

urbs absorbs civitas...2

acropolis (citadel): religion;
Introspection

urbs (urban plan): material construction of the city;
infrastructure.

urbs (built environment): material
construction of the city driven by
interests of private owners.

agora (market): political space
of discussion and confrontation;
politics; commerce

civitas (political life): gathering of
free individuals that share a public sphere

civitas (economic life): exchange
of commodities, and social domain of work.

Figure 2.1
Urban Structures of the Greek, Roman, and Contemporary cities. The discreet parts that together constitute ‘city.’ Whereas a separation between built environment and political life is sustained in the Greek
and Roman cities, the economic impetus of the contemporary city blurs the distinction, as public space
is no longer controlled by the collective but rather by private economic interests.

_Public Space and the Sociopolitical Built Environment

It is necessary to understand the nature of the city in anthropological terms, before conjecture about its current condition can
be made, or possible solutions proffered. The relationship of the
built environment to the society which both produced and received
it becomes an invaluable piece of evidence in understanding the
city. (fig. 2.1) The investigation of public space presents itself as a
means to trace this relationship through historical urban models into
contemporaneity. Therefore a brief exploration of the ancient city, the
modern city, and the contemporary city is executed.
The paradigmatic condition, and ongoing dilemma of the city
is described clearly and succinctly by Pier Vittorio Aureli:
“In the Roman city, urbs and civitas indicated two irreducible but complementary domains of human association...the physical manifestation of
administration, its urban plan--the urbs--without which the city would be
an uncomfortable and insecure place...[and]...the demand for discussion and confrontation, its political life--civitas--without which the city
would be the unfolding of a predictable and despotic order of things.”2

It is understood from this text that in a good and functioning city,
these two domains mutually reinforced one another. Public space,
the space of deliberation, is intrinsically related to the urban plan.
The Greek and the Roman city are appropriated as paradigmatic examples of the ancient city. Their formal manifestation
reveals their ideological underpinnings. (see fig.2.2) Consider at Athens how the acropolis acted as the religious domain while the agora
acted as the political and commercial domain. The physical manifestation of these two existed in measure with their function. The acropolis was rigorously constructed according to rules of proportion and
cosmological alignment, while the agora occurred more haphazardly
according to patterns of settlement.

2. Aureli, Pier Vittorio. The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011.
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The Greek City

The Roman City

Figure 2.2
The Greek city is understood as the Acropolis and the Agora; the citadel and the marketplace; politics
and commerce
The Roman city is understood as urbs and civitas; the built environment and political life; the stage and
the act.

In the Roman city, a similar correspondence may be made.
The forum in Rome may be read as a manifestation of the democratic process. The frequent exchange of power, stimulated by
conflict and deliberation produced a more or less haphazard urban
plan.3 An ongoing struggle between chaos and imposed order existed. The forum acted as a symbolic stage, able to frame the unfolding
of civic life. Therefore, public space was of intrinsic precondition to
the essence of city. This is evident in the tactics of colonization practiced by the Roman empire. As they founded cities in tabula rasa
conditions, they first established the piazza at the intersection of the
cardo and decumanus. This provided the stage for the future sociopolitical life of the city.
These paradigmatic examples of city become inevitably transmuted as society and technology evolved. The Renaissance city and
the Modernist city present examples of interventions into an existing urban fabrics. Whereas the Greek and Roman prototypes were
typically founded ex novo, later urban models were confronted with
existing conditions. For the purposes of this exercise, Florence is
juxtaposed alongside Le Corbusier’s Plan Voisin--both urban plans
contend with a dense medieval fabric, however, their logics may be
considered inverse of one another. (see fig. 2.3)
Florence is read as a series of point interventions that absorb
the irregularities of the medieval city through carved space. In this
way new sequences, relationships, and orders are elicited from the
existing. The most successful of these negotiations is arguably gli
Uffizi. The tactic of the carved void accepts and accommodates the
existing while proclaiming the new.4 Plan Voisin employs an inverse
strategy. Le Corbusier’s polemical project is understood provocation--an engagement of the existing medieval fabric of Paris in a
dialectic. Tabula rasa is achieved through the tactic of erasure, and
inverse to the carved space of the Renaissance city, objects (towers)
are place in the newly created field.
Rem Koolhaas draws the connection between the environment created by urbanization--’junkspace’--and the dense medieval
fabric of the historical city. Both Architectures are produced by a labor force and tend toward entropy, or an increased state of disorder.5
It therefore stands to reason that lessons and tactics employed in
the historical city may be re-employed as useful means for contemporary design.
3. Rowe, Colin and Fred Koetter. Collage City.
4. Ibid.,
5. Koolhaas, Rem. “Junkspace.” Obsolescence 100. (October 2002):175-190.
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The Renaissance City

The Modernist City

Figure 2.3
The Renaissance city is understood as interventions in the medieval fabric; order among disorder; the
confrontation of the ideal and the real.
The Plan Voisin is understood as an erasure of the medieval fabric; a provocation misunderstood as
prescription the modernists that followed.

In other words, since the tendencies of the city remain more or
less unchanged over the course of time, the strategies employed
in the past may be transmuted and interpreted to project a possible
future. These strategies become conditioned by the sociopolitical
forces, and local / specific site parameters.
The contemporary condition of the city may be understood
in this way:
‘In ancient civilizations the urban centers were usually political-religious or
political-intellectual; in the modern world they are economic. The mosque,
the temple, the cathedral, the royal palace, the fortress, are the symbolic
“centers” of the pre-industrial cities. The “central business district” has
become symbolic of the modern urban center.’

				- The Cultural Role of Cities’, Economic Development and
				

Cultural Change, Redfield and Singer 6

In this sense, the city may be understood as a dependent
relationship between built environment and social domain--urbs
and civitas. Urbanization can therefore be understood as a function
of society and technology.7 That is to say that the condition of the
city --its physical environment--is a function of the societal model
which produced it and the means of production at hand. Civitas,
as understood historically and previously explored, has evolved in
equal measure to society and technology. Pier Vittorio Aureli argues that civitas in contemporary society manifests as exchange of
commodity. Aureli and Martino Tattara of DOGMA further contend
that economics is the ultimate impetus of the built environment.8
The city controlled by private interest is neither political-intellectual,
nor political-religious--but rather economic. It is the shopping mall,
the strip mall, the office, decentralized industrial and commercial
centers--all proliferations of ‘junkspace’ 9 --that define the urban environment. This condition ensued as ‘the economic impetus of urbs
gradually took over the political idea of civitas.’10

6. Redfield, Robert and Milton B. Singer. The Cultural Role of Cities. Indianapolis, IN: Bobbs-Merrill,
1954.
7. Ibid.,
8. Aureli, Pier Vittorio and Martino Tattara. “Stop City.” In Dogma: 11 Projects. London: Architectural As
sociation, 2013.
9. Koolhaas, Rem. “Junkspace.” Obsolescence 100. (October 2002):175-190.
10. Aureli, Pier Vittorio. The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011.
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Figure 2.4
(L) Archizoom, No-Stop City, 1970; (C) Hilberseimer, Project for a Vertical City, 1927; (R) DOGMA,
Stop City, 2011

To oppose the homogenizing and ubiquitous nature of urban
sprawl, Aureli and Tattara Their project promote the idea of limit.11
Their project entitled ‘Stop City’ provocatively critiques the condition of the contemporary city as they have defined. (see fig. 2.4)
If both Ludwig Hilberseimer in the late 1920’s, and Archizoom in
the 1960’s understood urbanization as both formless and limitless,
Stop City inverts their logic and instead creates an absolute limit
between urbanization and void.
Public space is no longer a precondition for city, but rather
an privileged gift or an infrastructural irregularity taken advantage
of. O.M. Unger’s prophetically remarked in 1997 that “...there are
no cities any more. They have disintegrated into sites of more
or less chance encounters. They are no longer places to stay in.
Continuity is being replaced by communication.”12 Therefore, in an
effort to restore continuity to the city, to once again allow the city
of street and square to emerge, it is contended that the creation
of meaningful public space through urban intervention is imparted
with renewed importance.

11. Aureli, Pier Vittorio. The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011.
12. Ungers, Oswald Mathias and Stefan Vieths. The Dialecic City
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_02.2
_Context
_
Strategies

Logic, (n). a particular method of reasoning or argumentation;
the system or principles of reasoning applicable to any branch of
knowledge or study.
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Figure 2.5
(L) Weisbaden, Collage City, Colin Rowe; (R) Ville Nouvelle / Melun Senart, S,M,L,XL, Koolhaas / OMA

_Strategies
The theories of Colin Rowe and Rem Koolhaas are appropriated
as viable models worthy of study and application. While both bodies of
work are vast, they decidedly overlap in their advocacy of the preservation of the void. This tactic is identified by Rowe as The Uffizi Strategy:
“[The Uffizi]…may be seen as reconciling themes of self-conscious order and
spontaneous randomness and, while it accepts the existing, by also proclaiming
the new, the Uffizi may be said to confer a value upon new and old.” 13

This concept is transmuted through Koolhaas, who applies its logic at a
larger, urban scale in the project for Ville Nouvelle / Melun Sénart (fig.
1.2). A projection for the last “New Town” outside of Paris, the proposal
by Koolhaas anticipates the chaotic infiltration of the built environment:
“At a moment when the complexity of each three-dimensional undertaking is infernal, the preservation of the void is comparatively easy. In a deliberate surrender--tactical maneuver to reverse a defensive position--our project proposes...to
take urbanism’s position of weakness as its premise.”14

While the project at Melun Sénart clearly develops an understanding of
city as archipelago, previously explored by O.M. Ungers,15 its premise
is that the preservation of void is urban design’s last absolute measure
of certainty. Therefore, while the re-urbanization of Albany may benefit
from an additive tactic of infill, it may benefit in equal measure from he
strategic preservation of the void. In this way, architecture once again
becomes a frame, or a stage for the unfolding of civic life. Architecture
becomes ‘re-invested with its proper meaning--’to establish a principle
of order through which to frame and construct forms of inhabitation.”16

13. Rowe, Colin. As I Was Saying: Recollections and Miscellaneous Essays.
14. Koolhaas, Rem and Bruce Mau. S,M,L,XL.
15. Ungers, Oswald Mathias and Stefan Vieths. The Dialecic City
16. Aureli, Pier Vittorio and Martino Tattara. “Stop City.” In Dogma: 11 Projects
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Figure 2.6
(L) Versailles, plan; (R) Villa Adriana (Hadrian’s Villa), plan

_Colin Rowe
The suspicion of utopia is embedded within Rowe’s critique
of the city. The singular, utopian vision is understood as incompatible with the natural tendencies of the city. The strategy of bricolage
is therefore proffered as a means to prophesy about the future.
Evidence of this is given in the relationship of Versailles and Villa
Adriana to their respective cities of Paris and Rome. (see fig. 2.6)
In addition to the macro strategy of bricolage, Rowe offers
(4) recommendations for future urban design, as deduced from
historical examples. They are as follows:
_Fabric and Figure
Modern architecture failed to realize, or chose to ignore, the natural tendency of
historical cities to carve space out of a more or less even poche of urban fabric. In the historical city, this allowed certain objects to emerge from the texture
[(i.e.) the many domes of Rome, or the steeples of London] while maintaining a
consistent ‘ceiling height’ of poche elsewhere--the mutually reinforcing nature of
spatial matrix.
_The Uffizi Strategy
Modern urban design produced more or less ‘pure’ objects floating in a field
condition. This was a product of thinking, and of the industrial age’s effect on
architectural theory and practice of architecture. Rowe contended that void, or
urban room, is much more successful urbanistically as exemplified by the Uffizi
in Florence.
_The Long Skinny Building Game
The ‘wall’ building acts as both object and space definer, [(i.e.) the Hofgarten
at Munich.] It accomplishes two goals at once, acting as both object and limit
depending on vantage point.
_The Reconstitution of the Garden
The disappearance of the garden in the 1920’s may have been a precursor to
the dissolution of the city. As Versailles’ construction was a critique on medieval Paris later transmuted through Napoleon III and Haussmann’s boulevards,
perhaps the reconstitution of the garden could “…provide both a palliative for the
present and a paradigm for the future.”

17. Rowe, Colin and Fred Koetter. Collage City.
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Figure 2.7
City as Archipelago.
O.M. Ungers Berlin as Green Archipelago project (L) proffered a solution for the shrinking, post-war
Berlin. Koolhaas (R) offers a commentary on the state of the contemporary city, by anticipating urbanization and resisting it through the strategic void. Both readings acknowledge that the city is made up
of fragmented parts.

_Rem Koolhaas
The urban contentions of Rem Koolhaas are investigated
through the lens of Ville Nouvelle / Melun Senart. The ‘city in the
country,’ the project confronts a tabula rasa condition and does not
confront, but anticipates the urbanization of the unadulterated rural
site. Therefore, it contextualizes itself by a relationship to natural
elements and existing infrastructure.
The impetus of urbanization is acknowledged, as well as
the inability to plan its development. The proliferation of Junkspace
resists formal order, and it is contended by Koolhaas that the most
effective defense against the inevitable chaotic disorder of the
city is the defense of the void.18 Therefore, in the project at Melun
Senart, the identity of the city is defined and maintained by the
preservation of void. The project is understood as primarily two (2)
conditions:
_Voids
Determined by topographical, infrastructural, and existing built conditions.
Three villages are strategically connected, while natural features are put on
display (forests).
_Islands
Between the voids, islands emerge. Each island attains a different identity,
which is encouraged and reinforced by the voids that separate them. Diversity
is encouraged in this sense, from island to island.

This logic may be understood as a transmutation of the
City of the Captive Globe project--in which each Manhattan block
is read as an island.19 The uniformity of the grid allows the radical difference to strengthen the whole. Thus, these two elements
reinforce one another, in the same way that Colin Rowe’s strategy
of fabric and figure mutually reinforced the other.

18. Koolhaas, Rem and Bruce Mau. S,M,L,XL. Edited by Jennifer Sigler. New York: The Monacelli Press,
1995.
19. Koolhaas, Rem. Delirious New York: A Retroactive Manifesto for Manhattan. New York: The Monacelli
Press, Inc., 1994.
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_02.3
_Context
_
Tactics

Bricolage, (n). (in art or literature) construction or creation from a
diverse range of available things.
Tactic, (n). a plan, procedure, or expedient for promoting a desired
end or result.
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Figure 2.6
Conceptual Collage Series
(T) Koolhaas + Ungers = Weisbaden (Collage City)
(B) 1950’s urban fabric + monuments = condition of Rockefeller Center

_Deployment of Strategic Ideas
	The strategies of Koolhaas and Rowe exist as broad theories of the city, which become conditioned by specific application.
Whereas de Arce promoted the strategy of urban infill tactically applied to Chandigarh, the strategies of Koolhaas and Rowe may be
summarized as the strategic preservation of the void. Urban design
tactics which are specific to site, and the perceived urban condition at Albany will deploy the aforementioned strategic ideas. To
restate, the two dichotomous strategies that may be strategically
deployed are:
1.) urban infill (as understood by de Arce at Chandigarh)
2.) the strategic preservation of void (Koolhaas and Rowe)
The logic of Koolhaas’ project at Melun Senart, when combined with the logic of Ungers’ Berlin project create the condition
at Weisbaden. (see fig.2.6) The built solid and the subtracted void
are shown to reinforce one another mutually. The importance of the
‘spatial matrix’ as described by Rowe becomes evidently clear.
In Albany, one could project a similar scenario. If the preEmpire State Plaza block structure was allowed to re emerge, the
‘objects’ may be read in relation to a more uniform urban fabric and
the resulting condition may read more like Rockefeller Center in
Manhattan. (see fig. 2.6) In this way, the project could have acknowledged the importance of fabric and figure, instead of focusing
solely on figure.
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Figure 2.7
Collage
Weisbaden + Albany

_Colin Rowe + Fred Koetter,
Collage City, Weisbaden

This collage polarizes even further
the urban conditions on the site. The
physical wall of the existing plinth is
destroyed and replaced by a new
‘urban’ wall. The residential blocks
spill into the void and are confronted
with a definitive vertical surface. Behind the urban wall, the logic of the
central business district is allowed to
continue up to the wall’s limit. This
act of delimitation lets the ‘back of
house’ or ‘ad hoc’ exist and thrive,
while still maintaining an ordered
and civic presence to the existing
axis between the capitol and museum.
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Figure 2.8
Collage
Berlin as Green Archipelago + Albany

_O.M. Ungers, Berlin as
Green Archipelago
This collage suggests the establishment of identity through objects in space. It envisions a city
of fragments. Each piece has its
own identity, which is encouraged
and strengthened by the field. The
gridded space anticipates development emanating from the created
‘islands.’
Despite the conflation of scales, its
is curious to see how the fragmentation of Ungers’ Berlin mirrors the
logic of the central business district
in Albany (west).
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Figure 2.9
Collage
Ville Nouvelle + Albany

_Koolhaas / OMA, Ville Nouvelle (Melun Senart)

This collage suggests a mat condition, with carved public spaces that
relate to existing formal and topographical relationships. Koolhaas’
project establishes the identity of the
town through void, anticipating the
sprawl of urbanization. This tactic is
able to address and resolve some
issues, but in doing so, creates
others. There is a loss of a sense
of order, and hierarchy becomes
harder to decipher.
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Figure 2.10
Superimposition of polarized figure ground condition on Albany.

_Albany / Weisbaden,
Superimposition

This collage presents three potential conditions. The first (fig. 2.10,
L) is the existing, abstracted, figure
ground reading of Albany. The second (fig. 2.10, C) superimposes the
figure ground of Weisbaden, such
that certain figures are allowed to
emerge as monuments. The third
(fig. 2.10, R) exacerbates the existing conditions of density observed
on the site. The downtown becomes
completely infilled, while the uptown
dissolves into the void of the former
Empire State Plaza.
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_03
_

Experiment

_03.1
_03.2
_03.3
_03.4

Constants
Variables
Observations
Application

_03.1
_Experiment
_
Constants

Constant, (n). A number expressing a property, quantity, or relation
that remains unchanged under specified conditions; a quantity assumed to be unchanged throughout a given discussion.
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I
II

Figure 3.1
Delimited area of experimentation

A

_Program
In order to maintain control of the experiment, the programmatic content of the existing Empire State Plaza is quantified, and
appropriated as the constant throughout the experiment. In this
way, the result will be comparable in quantifiable terms to the existing. The categorical distinctions of program are as follows:
1. Governmental
2. Cultural
3. Commercial
4. Natural

_Site
The delimitation of site further allows the control over experimentation. The boundary established encompasses the Empire
State Plaza proper, as well as the residual fallout surrounding it.
(see fig. 3.1)
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_03.2
_Experiment
_
Variables

Variable, (n). A quantity or function that may assume any given
value or set of values; a symbol that represents this.

Let x = the existing logics and tactics
Let y = the new logics and tactics
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Figure 3.2
Clockwise from top left: Leonardo da Vinci, Vitruvian Man, 1490; Le Corbusier, Ville Radieuse, 1924;
Rem Koolhaas / OMA, Ville Nouvelle / Melun Senart, 1987; Pablo Picasso, The Acrobat, 1930

_Variable Strategies and Tactics
	As the quantifiable program remains the constant through experimentation, the variable conditions become the logics and tactics
employed. In the case of the Empire State Plaza, modernist and
Corbusian space making logics become interpreted into architecture through the tactics of the plinth and the tower. This set of values stands to be critiqued, as its employment at Albany has proved
unsuccessful urbanistically. In this experiment, the variable elements
are the studied logics of Rowe and Koolhaas, as well as the tactics
that will deploy these strategic ideas.
The singular, total vision of the city as promoted by the anatomical model is hereby rejected. It is understood while the constituent parts that make up the city remain--programmatic and infrastructural capacities--it is the relationship of these parts that renders
the form of the city. A symbolic representation of the contemporary
condition may be understood better as Picasso’s The Acrobat than
as the Vitruvian Man.
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_03.3
_Experiment
_
Observations
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Figure 3.3
From top:’The Pastures,’ the 1950’s fabric that was levelled to accommodate the Empire State Plaza. ;
Advertisement for Super Shell Gasoline at the 1939’s World’s Fair in New York City. The ‘City of Tomorrow’ is proclaimed; Governor Nelson Rockefeller oversees construction at the Empire State Plaza

_Political Conditions
The Empire State Plaza exists as the epitome of a promise
unfulfilled. It promised “The City of Tomorrow,” a utopian vision projected at the 1939 World Fair’s in New York City. The city of highway and tower was touted as the future, and the deficiencies of the
plaza’s realization would only later be understood.
At its inception, Governor Nelson Rockefeller justified the
project as urban renewal. It proposed to eliminate a large slum to
the southeast of the capital building (see fig. 3.3, top) and create
a new identity for Albany through architectural form. The massive
project was opposed by mayor Erastus Corning and the collective
Democratic party in power at the time, who referred to it as “hasty
and ruthless...what might be expected in a dictatorship.”1 However,
despite this initial opposition, the project was pushed through by the
determined Rockefeller.
Upon completion, the project was recorded as the most
expensive governmental project undertaken in the United States to
date--nearly two billion dollars.2 During the 18 year period of its construction, the modernist ideals upon which it was inspired were found
to be obsolete and outdated. Thus,while Albany suffered financially
from the imposition of the project, the urban environment was permanently scarred and eroded beyond recognition. The project presents itself as both a physical and ideological wall to its surrounding
context. While the plinth urbanistically fragments the fabric of Albany
into three disconnected pieces, the project symbolically represents
a gross misuse of political influence. It exists in animosity with its
environment.

1. Newhouse, Victoria. Wallace K. Harrison, Architect. New York: Rizzoli International Publications,
1989: p. 244
2. Ibid.,
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Figure 3.2
These ‘summed up’ figure ground studies reveal the erosion and obstruction to the existing city fabric
by the plinth and the interstate highway.

_Urban Conditions: Fragmentation
The imposition of the plinth and the intrusion of the interstate
highway effectively segmented the existing fabric of Albany into (3)
discreet pieces (see fig. 3.2, top): (1) the residential fabric to the
north and (2) southwest, and the (3) central business district to the
east. Formal continuity is eradicated.
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Figure 3.3
(T) Axial relationships;
(B) Public space / honorific sequences

A

_Urban Conditions: Axes and Public Space
The Empire State Plaza established a new set of axes for the
procession of political figures to the capital. Whereas the old axes
(I) established a direct, linear connection between the train station
and the capital building, the new axis (II) aligns itself with the park.
(fig. 3.3, top)
Public space insulates the important urban figures--the
capital and the museum--opposite each other in plan. The definition of public space within the plaza becomes less clear, and more
ambiguous. (fig. 3.3, bot.)
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A

Figure 3.4
Border conditions
(T) Tattered edges;
(B) Dissimilar and fragmented grid structures

_Urban Conditions: Residual Space / Border Conditions
The plaza’s realization exacerbated border conditions on the
site, and produced a number of tattered edge conditions. These interruptions, or residual spaces, impede continuity in the urban fabric
of Albany. (fig. 3.4, top)
The existing infrastructural patterns are ignored by the plaza,
which serves to truncate the residential grid, and distort the remaining street patterns. Multiple and unrelated patchworks surround the
plaza. (fig. 3.4, bot.)
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Figure 3.5
(T) Swale and river;
(B) Interstate Highway and railroad
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_Natural / Topographical Conditions
The site is characterized by the Hudson River to the east,
and the swale of the riverfront to the west (fig. 3.5, top) (see Appendix 4.1, Documents, for a further inspection of topographical
conditions through figure ground.) Upon inspection, it becomes
clear that the interstate highway exploits the topographic conditions
by positioning itself in the depression of the swale. The plinth then
acts as a ‘bridge’ between two outcroppings of land. (fig. 3.5, bot.)
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Site Documents
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_Monuments
_Empire State Plaza
_Times Union Center
_Albany Medical
_Albany High School
_Palace Theater
_Churches		

[Institution]
[Cultural]
[Institution]
[Institution]
[Cultural]
[Institution]
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_Infrastructure
_Interstate Highway system
_787 off-ramp
_Railroad tracks
_Procession & Sequence
_Old v. New
Railroad, and old procession up
State St. to the Capitol vs. new
procession by automobile.
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_Topography
_Swale
_Riverfront
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_Figure Ground [ ELEV. 100 ft.]
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_Figure Ground [ ELEV. 150 ft.]
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_Aerial [ ELEV. 20,000 ft.]
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event center

_03

_Mixed Residential / Commercial

_02

_ Commercial

museum

corning tower

agency
towers

the egg

capital
city hall

_01

_Mixed Residential / Commercial
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1895
Albany, as surveyed in 1895.
While the city saw great success in the first half of the 19th
century, [being cited as one of
the top 10 most inhabited cities (in 1810)], it soon feel into
decline. Albany was the Eastern
terminus of the Erie canal. The
canal and series of inverse piers
can be seen in this map just
north of the city proper, along
the western shoreline of the
Hudson River.
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1695
Original walled settlement of
Fort Orange. Walled precinct,
with the fort at the highest point
topographically.

1955
Map showing the re-routing of
the Interstate Highway around,
and through, Albany. The Empire State Plaza is being developed at this time, and construction will last for more than a
decade.
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_
Dictionary

Bricolage, (n). (in art or literature) construction or creation from a diverse range of available things.
Civitas, (n). pl. (civitates). the body of citizens who constitute a state, especially a city-state, commonwealth, or the like; citizenship, especially as imparting shared responsibility, a common purpose, and sense of community.
All cives (citizens) of a larger or smaller territorial, political unit (state, city, colony, municipality) form a civitas. Hence the
term is also applied to an autonomous unit itself and the Romans speak of their own state as a civitas (“nostra”) as well
as of other states (civitas Atheniensiuns) or a group of states (civitates Graecorum). The term is, however, especially
used with regard to foreign civitates (civitates peregrinae) in the sense of a large group of free individuals living together
and organized as a legal social unit (societas; Cicero: coetus hoininum iure sociati, De republ. 6.13.13)

Constant, (n). A number expressing a property, quantity, or relation that remains unchanged under
specified conditions; a quantity assumed to be unchanged throughout a given discussion.
Logic, (n). a particular method of reasoning or argumentation; the system or principles of reasoning
applicable to any branch of knowledge or study.
Polis, (n). a Greek city-state; broadly: a state or society especially when characterized by a sense of
community; the space of the many, the space that exists in between individuals or groups of individuals when they coexist (Aureli).
In ancient Greece, an independent city and its surrounding region under a unified government. A polis might originate
from the natural divisions of mountains and sea and from local tribal and cult divisions. Usually the town was walled and
contained a citadel on raised ground (acropolis) and a marketplace (agora). Government was centred in the town; usually there was an assembly of citizens, a council, and magistrates. Encyclopedia Britannica

Tactic, (n). a plan, procedure, or expedient for promoting a desired end or result.
Urbs, (n). The complex of buildings (continentia aedificia) regardless of the walls (muri, D. 50.16.2
pr.; 87) v
Variable, (n). A quantity or function that may assume any given value or set of values; a symbol that
represents this.
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This text maintains that the city is a series of complementary places, and that certain typological paradigms emerge 		
from a reading of the city. It is argued that these typologies exist in endless variation to produce the form of the city.
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